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I argue that information about the distal causes of moral beliefs, such as evolution, is only relevant for assessing the epistemic status of moral beliefs in cases where we cannot determine whether the proximal processes producing these beliefs are reliable just by examining the properties of these proximal processes. Any investigation into the epistemic status of moral beliefs given their causes should start with a look at proximal causes—not at evolution. I discuss two proximal psychological influences on moral beliefs—disgust and sympathy—to demonstrate the feasibility of drawing epistemic conclusions from an examination of proximal causes alone.

1. Introduction. The philosophical literature on the causes of moral beliefs can be divided into two broad categories: works dealing with more distal causes of human morality, especially evolution (whether biological or cultural), and those dealing with more proximal influences on moral belief, such as emotions. There has been much discussion recently about what the evolutionary origins of the psychological processes underlying moral beliefs signify for the epistemic status of moral beliefs, especially in response to Richard Joyce’s (2001, 2006) and Sharon Street’s (2006, 2008) work (e.g., Copp 2008; Enoch 2010; Griffiths and Wilkins 2010; Machery and Mallon 2010; Schafer 2010; Brosnan 2011; Kahan 2011; Fraser 2014). There has also been some discussion about what more proximal causes of moral beliefs, such as emotions, signify for the epistemic status of moral beliefs (e.g., Singer...
In this article I argue that distal causes of moral beliefs are relevant for assessing the epistemic status of moral beliefs only if we cannot determine whether a given proximal process is reliable just by looking at the properties of that proximal process. The influence of evolution will be relevant in some cases, but my thesis implies that any investigation into the epistemic status of moral beliefs given their causes should start with proximal causes. I describe two cases where information about properties of a proximal cause is sufficient to conclude that moral beliefs influenced by that cause have a poor epistemic status. The first case is disgust. I offer an argument for the unreliability of disgust that owes much to Daniel Kelly’s work on disgust. Like Kelly, I conclude that disgust is an unreliable influence on moral beliefs, but I offer a different argument to support the conclusion. When we feel disgusted with something, we can say that it has a property of being disgusting. Call this disgustingness. I argue that disgustingness’s property of “stickiness”—that disgustingness is easily transmitted and hard to get rid of—is inconsistent with plausible general features of moral facts. Consequently, we should decrease our confidence in moral beliefs influenced by disgust.

My second case is sympathy. On the assumption that if sympathy contributes to truth tracking in the moral domain, it does so by picking out entities in pain, and given empirical evidence that sympathy produces false positives and false negatives about the presence of pain at a significant rate, I argue that we should reduce our confidence in moral beliefs that rely on the influence of sympathy. In each of these cases, we reach conclusions about the epistemic status of moral beliefs influenced by proximal causes without examining the distal causes of moral beliefs, such as the evolutionary origins of disgust or sympathy. Further, my arguments illustrate two general types of etiological debunking argument that do not rely on substantial normative commitments. One strategy is to show that properties of the cause are inconsistent with plausible general features of moral facts. A second strategy is to identify a component of the process leading to a moral belief for which we have independent methods for assessing reliability and show that the component is unreliable.

Much of the literature on the evolutionary causes of moral beliefs, following Street (2006), has focused on the epistemic property of truth tracking. I too will be concerned with externalist varieties of epistemic status in this article, and in particular I have in mind Sherrilyn Roush’s (2005) account of

---

1. By a distal cause of a belief, I refer here specifically to a higher-order process that produces the proximal process that produces the belief. Evolution is a distal cause of our beliefs in this sense because it produces the psychological processes that produce our beliefs.
truth tracking, which is formulated in terms of conditional probabilities, but I will also talk in terms of the reliability of processes that produce moral beliefs. I should also note that in this article I assume moral cognitivism, but the arguments about epistemic status that I offer should apply to both social constructivists and realists about moral facts.

2. The Priority of Proximal Causes. My thesis says that we should give priority to proximal causes in our investigation of the epistemic status of moral beliefs. Here I present a general argument for this thesis. If we can ascertain whether the proximal process tracks the truth on the basis of features of that process, looking at the distal process that produced that proximal process provides us with no additional information about the epistemic status of our beliefs. By contrast, if we ascertain the probability that the distal process would produce a truth-tracking proximal process, we can still gain additional information about the epistemic status of our beliefs by looking at the features of the actual proximal process that the distal process ended up producing. For instance, even if we determine that the distal process has a low probability of producing truth-tracking proximal processes, our proximal process may nonetheless, against the odds, be one that tracks the truth. In such a case, we can potentially gain additional information by investigating the proximal process directly. The evolutionary origins of the faculties that produce moral beliefs can provide us with some information about whether our moral beliefs track the truth, but there is an asymmetry in how much they can tell us compared with how much proximal processes can tell us. I propose that, in principle, information about proximal causes is sufficient for ascertaining whether our moral beliefs track the truth, but that information about distal causes is not sufficient for the same purpose.

If we could determine just by looking at features of our moral psychological processes that we track moral facts, we would not need to investigate how probable it was that evolution would produce truth-tracking moral psychological processes. A parallel point holds if we can determine on the basis of features of our moral psychological process that we do not track the truth of moral facts. In such a case, we need not investigate the probability that a truth-tracking psychological process would evolve. I am skeptical that we can conclude with confidence on the basis of information about the features of moral psychological processes that we track the truth of moral facts, but, as I show with the cases of disgust and sympathy, it is possible to conclude with confidence that we do not track the truth of moral facts without looking at distal processes.

In cases where we cannot determine the reliability or unreliability of our proximal processes on the basis of information about their features alone, we can use information about the evolutionary origins of these processes to inform our assessment of the epistemic status of moral beliefs. For instance,
if we cannot gather enough information about whether our current proximal process tracks the truth because there is conflicting evidence or we have an inadequate understanding of the proximal process, the probability that evolution would have produced a process that tracked the facts in question can provide additional information. Alternately, if we were interested in the epistemic status of moral beliefs across multiple generations and the relevant psychological processes would be subject to continued influence from evolution, information about evolution could improve our estimation of whether those psychological processes will track the truth in future generations. These are the situations to which the evolutionary debunking arguments advanced by Street, Joyce, and others are useful—situations where we cannot already be confident about whether proximal processes track truth just by looking at the features of those processes. But if we can determine with confidence the reliability of proximal processes on the basis of the features of those processes, we need not look at distal causes in order to draw conclusions about truth tracking. Thus, when we set out to ascertain whether our moral beliefs track the truth, our first stop should be the empirical work on proximal psychological processes rather than work on the evolution of those proximal processes.

This point generalizes to beliefs outside morality. That is, information about proximal processes is more valuable than information about distal processes even when we are assessing the epistemic status of nonmoral beliefs. Suppose that there are two people, Juana and Marta, and we want to evaluate the epistemic status of their beliefs about certain mathematical propositions. Suppose that we are confident that each person acquired reliable mathematical reasoning processes early in life that regularly produce true beliefs about some set of mathematical propositions. We are confident that each person will continue to hold these mathematical reasoning processes for the rest of her life. If we were only interested in these two people and their beliefs about the relevant set of mathematical propositions, and we could be confident that their mathematical reasoning processes were reliable, then we could be confident that each is tracking the truth of these mathematical propositions, regardless of where their reasoning processes came from.

However, if we were unsure about whether each person possessed a reliable mathematical reasoning process, we could obtain some information about whether they track the truth by looking at the distal process by which they obtained their mathematical reasoning processes. Suppose that the distal process by which Juana obtained her mathematical reasoning process was reading a reputable mathematics textbook, whereas the process by which Marta obtained her mathematical reasoning process was listening to a local mystic who usually disseminates mathematical falsehoods and ineffective tricks. Looking at those distal processes provides us with information about the probability that each woman acquired a reliable mathematical reasoning
process—high in Juana’s case, low in Marta’s case. Of course, the information we obtain by this route misleads us here, since in fact Marta, against the odds, acquired a reliable proximal process and does track the truth of the relevant propositions. We would be better off with good information about the proximal reasoning processes that Juana and Marta actually possess.

Thus, distal processes can supply useful information for our assessment of the status of beliefs in cases where we are unsure about the reliability of proximal processes. In other cases, distal processes do not provide information for assessing epistemic status beyond what can be gained from information about proximal processes.

3. Two Proximal Causes and Their Implications. Although their work has not attracted as much debate as Street’s, some philosophers, such as Peter Singer, Joshua Greene, and Daniel Kelly, have looked at proximal causes to debunk moral beliefs. Many of the attempts to debunk using proximal causes involve an appeal to significant normative assumptions, such as that poisons and pathogens are not morally relevant (e.g., Kelly and Morar 2014, 22) or that there is no morally significant difference between killing someone in a personal or impersonal way (Singer 2005, 348). By contrast, I suggest two distinct strategies for assessing the reliability of proximal processes while minimizing assumptions about which properties or actions are right or wrong. I will illustrate these strategies with two cases. Note that in each of these cases, we conclude that the proximal cause influencing our moral belief is unreliable without looking at the evolutionary origins of the proximal cause. Thus, these cases also illustrate the priority of proximal causes that I argued for in the previous section.

3.1. Disgust. The first strategy I propose operates by establishing that a cause exhibits properties that are inconsistent with plausible general features of moral facts. The premise required here is not that there are moral facts with these features, but rather that if there are any moral facts, then they have these features. Such general features might include that the time of day during which one considers a moral proposition does not affect the truth-value of that proposition or that the order in which one considers moral propositions does not affect the truth-values of those propositions. This strategy does not require assuming the truth of any particular moral proposition, such as the proposition that pain is generally bad.

Empirical evidence shows that a person’s level of disgust can affect his or her moral judgments on a variety of questions (Haidt and Hersh 2001; Wheatley and Haidt 2005; Schnall et al. 2008; Horberg et al. 2009; Inbar et al. 2009; Zhong, Strejcek, and Sivanathan 2010; Helzer and Pizarro 2011; Chapman and Anderson 2013; however, for objections see also May 2014; Landy and Goodwin 2015). Two key features of disgust are the following:
First, entities that we consider disgusting can contaminate other entities that become associated with them—disgustfulness can be transmitted quite easily to things we did not previously consider disgusting. Second, once one associates disgust with an entity, it is hard to stop thinking of that entity as disgusting even when the situation changes or when one acquires new evidence. Together, we can call these two features of disgust stickiness—disgustfulness is easily transmitted between entities, and once disgustfulness is attached to an entity, it is hard to revise that association.

Classic cases that support the stickiness of disgust judgments include subjects’ unwillingness to drink juice stirred with a new comb or a sterilized cockroach and unwillingness to wear the clothes of an amputee. One might want to object that these are nonmoral contexts, and that perhaps disgustfulness is not sticky in the same way in moral contexts. However, there is reason to think that the stickiness of disgustfulness extends to putatively moral contexts as well. For instance, Haidt’s work on moral dumbfounding suggests the difficulty people have in revising both their disgust response and their resulting moral judgments about a variety of cases, such as (ostensibly) harm-free incest (Haidt, Bjorklund, and Murphy 2000).

Kelly (2011, 2014) elucidated these two features of disgustfulness, which I am calling stickiness, and used them for moral epistemological purposes, reaching the same conclusion that I am advancing, that disgust is an unreliable influence on moral beliefs. But his argumentative strategy is different from the one I am proposing. I argue that the stickiness of disgustfulness is inconsistent with plausible general features of moral facts. Given the ease with which we come to associate disgust with a broad array of entities and actions and the difficulty we have dissociating feelings of disgust from those entities and actions, disgust is unlikely to be tracking some sort of moral property. The only assumption that this argument requires about the nature of moral facts is that the moral facts (if there are any) must be static in a certain sense—they do not vary wildly, with a moral property such as badness having the potential to apply to actions or objects as easily as disgustfulness can apply to actions or objects. This argument does not involve claims about what things should be treated as disgusting, what morally relevant features of the world disgust is picking out, or what sorts of things are likely to be right or wrong, which is what makes the argument unusual.  

Here is a hypothetical case of sticky moral disgust that highlights the unreliability of the influence: if we feel disgust in response to an outgroup, we might come to feel disgust in response to various traditions that the outgroup engages in (whatever those traditions are) and symbols associated with the outgroup.

2. Admittedly, it does involve denying that there is a constitutive relationship between feeling disgust toward an action and that action being wrong.
group (whatever those symbols are), leading us to indelibly classify those traditions and symbols as wrong or to be avoided. Thus, we have reason to reduce confidence in moral beliefs that have been substantially influenced by disgust because one of the properties of disgust makes it unlikely to be tracking morally relevant features of the world.

3.2. **Sympathy.** The second strategy I propose identifies a component in the moral belief production process of which we have independent methods for assessing reliability and shows that the component is unreliable.³ In the case of sympathy, the targeted component is the move from feeling sympathy to the belief that the person is in pain, understood broadly. For the sake of argument, I make the substantial moral assumption that if sympathy contributes to truth-tracking moral beliefs, it does so by picking out entities in pain. I show that sympathy produces both false positives and false negatives at a significant rate and conclude that we should reduce our confidence in moral beliefs that hinge on pain attributions produced by sympathy.⁴

The psychological cause of interest here is the emotion-laden process that picks out entities that are undergoing pain. I use the term “sympathy” to refer to this process. Only for the sake of the argument, I assume that pain is sometimes morally relevant and that making accurate moral beliefs sometimes depends on the accuracy of our attributions of pain to entities in our environment. I take it that some emotional processes related to sympathy or compassion often play a role in the production of our belief that we ought to take steps to reduce the pain of another entity, in part by helping us identify the entity as experiencing pain. If this process does frequently play a role in producing moral beliefs, we should be concerned about how reliably it picks out those entities that are in fact in pain. And indeed, there is reason for concern in two directions: sympathy appears to produce both false positives and false negatives. It sometimes leads us to classify entities as in pain when we have independent reason to believe that they are not in pain, and it sometimes leads us to classify entities as not in pain when we have independent reasons to believe that they are, in fact, in pain. For instance, on the false-negative side this mechanism of pain attribution is less likely to engage when it comes to outgroup members. People often empathize less with outgroup members experiencing pain than ingroup members; for instance, Trawalter, Hoffman, and Waytz (2012) show that white subjects tend to attribute lower levels of pain to black people (see also Cikara and Fiske 2011).

---

³ This strategy could be considered one way to construct what Nichols calls a “process debunking argument” (2014, 730).

⁴ Bloom (2013) and Prinz (2011) have recently offered distinct arguments for the conclusion that empathy is an unreliable source for moral beliefs.
On the false-positive side, consider recent work on robots. Rosenthal-von der Putten et al. (2012) found that subjects who watched videos of robots being treated violently exhibited higher physiological arousal, expressed empathy for the robot, and reported more negative emotional reactions than subjects who watched videos of robots being treated in a friendly way. Rosenthal-von der Putten and colleagues also found similar patterns of brain activation when subjects watched videos of humans and robots being treated affectionately (though admittedly somewhat higher brain activation when subjects viewed humans being treated violently than when they viewed robots being treated violently). Anecdotal evidence about the use of companion robots like “Paro,” a seal-like robot, and “Keepon,” a robot that looks like an Easter peep, also suggests a tendency to respond to the behavior of entities that exhibit certain features, such as responsiveness, as if it indicated something about internal experiences.

A critical link in this argument is the move from the fact that people have certain neurological and emotional responses to the wrong sorts of things to the idea that these responses influence their beliefs about pain and obligations. Some evidence for this link comes from reports that soldiers tend to become fond of the robots they use in battle and that some soldiers have actually risked their own lives to rescue robots—presumably not just because the robot was a valuable piece of machinery (Singer 2009). Also, work by Bartneck and Hu found that although subjects, when instructed to do so, destroyed robots with which they had interacted, the subjects expressed hesitance and regret, saying things like “I didn’t like to kill the poor boy,” “The robot is innocent,” and “This is inhumane!” (2008, 426). (For further discussion of this case and the features that lead subjects to attribute pain to robots, see Fiala, Arico, and Nichols 2014.)

If it is sympathy or some other sort of emotional pain-detection process that leads us to think we should, for instance, avoid stepping on insects, or keep patients in a persistent vegetative state alive, the fact that this emotional pain-detection process so easily produces false positives may be reason to reduce confidence in our beliefs and to look elsewhere for additional evidence about whether the entities in question experience pain. This is not to say that it would be better to ignore sympathy when detecting entities in pain in the world. Rather, the suggestion is that we should reduce confidence in beliefs involving pain attributions that have been influenced by sympathy, at least until we have identified the features that characterize the contexts where our sympathy-influenced pain attribution judgments go astray.

The argument I have just presented says that our pain attribution judgments, which influence our moral beliefs about what ought to be done, are unreliable. Similar arguments could be constructed using other types of judgments we make that influence our moral beliefs, such as judgments about actors’ intentions, the causal structure of a series of events, and judgments
about costs and benefits of a given action. If we can show that these contributors to moral beliefs are unreliable or subject to biases that we can diagnose independently, we can conclude that the moral beliefs themselves are not tracking the truth.

3.3. The Implications of Proximal Causes. In each of these two cases, information about a proximal process leads to the conclusion that moral beliefs obtained via that process are not truth tracking. We need not look at the evolutionary origins of disgust or sympathy to inform our assessment of whether moral beliefs produced by processes involving disgust and sympathy track the truth.

One reason we might continue to focus on information about the evolutionary origins of moral beliefs is the thought that if we could assess the reliability of evolution, we could draw general conclusions about whether we track moral facts, because the influence of evolution is so wide reaching. By contrast, it is reasonable to think that disgust and sympathy influence only subsets of our moral beliefs. For this reason, by targeting only moral beliefs subject to influence by disgust or sympathy, the debunking arguments I have offered are of limited scope. In principle, though, one could supply proximal debunking arguments that apply to all moral beliefs: if there are certain components that all moral belief production processes share, then determining that those components were unreliable would permit a global rather than selective proximal debunking argument. At the same time, if we have distinct evolutionary stories for different types of moral beliefs (e.g., one evolutionary explanation for justice and fairness norms and another for purity norms), we can have distal debunking arguments that are themselves of only limited scope. Thus, proximal debunking arguments need not always be of narrower scope than evolutionary debunking arguments.

4. Conclusion. I have argued that any investigation into the epistemic status of moral beliefs given their causes should start with proximal causes. In cases where we are confident in our estimation of the degree to which a proximal process tracks the truth, we need not look at the distal origins of those proximal causes in order to draw conclusions about the epistemic status of the moral beliefs that they influence. I have proposed two distinct strategies for reaching epistemological conclusions from information about the psychological and biological causes of moral beliefs and illustrated them with examinations of two types of proximal causal influences on moral beliefs: disgust and sympathy. The properties of those proximal causes

5. See Kelly (2014) for discussion of selective debunking arguments and an example of an evolutionary debunking argument of limited scope.
alone license conclusions about the epistemic status of the beliefs they influence: we should reduce confidence in moral beliefs produced by processes that involve disgust or that rely on the activation of sympathy.
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